
The Elektra Series
300 to 3,000 kN

ALL-ELECTRIC MACHINE FOR ANY APPLICATION AND CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Fast, Highly Accurate, Clean, Multi-functional
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ELEKTRA EVO

EXPERIENCE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
ELEKTRA - ALL ELECTRIC - SINCE 1992

There are years of experience and innovation inside every ELEKTRA from Milacron. The ELEKTRA was the first 
European all-electric injection molding machine and was sold about 1.400 times until today. Today, matured to 
perfection, this versatile technology is powering plastics manufacturing around the world.
ELEKTRA is economical: it offers significant energy and water savings and parallel movements for extra short 
cycle times. The advantages of all-electric technology:

• Economy 50% to 70% savings in energy and water requirements

• Dynamics parallel movements for shorter cycle times. Dry cycle time 1.4 s

• Precision exceptional part quality with optimal mold protection thanks to 
axis precision of 0.01 mm

• Productivity maximum availability and repeatability ensure minimum 
scrap rates

• Ergonomics full access to all machine functions via user-friendly interface

• Versatility suitable for all injection molding applications and special 
processes

• Clean for ideal production conditions, perfectly suitable for clean room 
production

• Quiet almost silent operations – ideal for personnel-intensive production 
and assembly areas below 66 dB
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ELEKTRA SERIES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Perfect For:

Electrical and Telecommunication

Automotive

Consumer Goods

Automotive
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ELEKTRA EVO

REDEFINING PRECISION

For machine movement repeatability, all-electric machines have no equal.
Even with the most demanding applications this means consistent part 
quality for the long term. Direct control paths for individually driven machine 
axes keep shot weight deviations under 0.01%. The stroke precision of 
servo-driven axes is significantly greater than even the best hydraulic 
systems can provide. ELEKTRA’s electro-mechanical drive components and 
robust construction guarantee exceptional reliability and make ELEKTRA 
ideal for precision production of parts with the tightest tolerances. Superior 
precision thanks to:

• Absolute stroke measurement of all servo-driven machine axes

• Stroke measurement resolution of less than 0.01 mm

• Outstanding injection pressure monitoring via integrated sensors

• Linear guides for injection unit movement

• Optimized control and drive package

Absolute Stroke Measurement for Consistent Quality
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REDEFINING PRECISION

Clearly laid out components based on proven designs ensure long machine 
life. For molders this means long maintenance intervals and easy access to all 
parts of the machine. In every detail, the ELEKTRA is designed for molding.

• Machine axes feature servomotors, belt drives, and ball screw drives

• Injection unit movement and nozzle holding force via two traversing 
cylinders with symmetrical load application for minimal mold wear

• Automatic central lubrication

• Electrical cabinet integrated into machine base, logical design with 
separate areas for controls and power components with room for 
numerous options

Super Responsive Mold Safety
Generous tie-bar spacing with stiff platen and high-sensitive mold safety: 
ELEKTRA uses a torque-reference curve for the mold closing movement. 
Any deviation from an operator-defined tolerance curve is recognized within 
2 ms bringing the machine to a dead stop within 50 ms. Unnecessary mold 
wear is avoided entirely.
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ELEKTRA EVO

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE - SHORT CYCLE TIMES

High-Performance Option Packages 
“HI” High Injection Speed with up to 50% faster injection speeds in 
comparison with standard models, ideal for thin-wall parts in the packaging 
industries. Max speed 320 mm/s with 80% of the max. injection pressure.

As with accumulator-driven hydraulic machines, all-electric models offer 
parallel machine movements standard. This is the secret to ELEKTRA’s 
exceptional dynamics.

• All axes can operate in parallel standard on all machines

• FEM-optimized construction of all moving and stressed parts

• Ethernet Powerlink network guarantees fast and reliable 
communications between the motor, amplifier, and machine controls

“HT” High Torque offers higher torque for plasticizing, perfect 
for demanding technical polymers - PC, ABS/PC blends and 
PMMA materials.

“HO” High Hold Pressure provides increased holding pressure - 
longer than 5 min. - the right choice for thick-walled parts.
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DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

5-Point Toggle System 
Power and acceleration-optimized toggle system movement features a 
compact design and large mold opening strokes. Max speed of 800 mm/s.

Ejector 
Fast and precise positioning via electromechanical drive system with ball 
screw drives. Ejector repeat accuracy of +/- 0.01 mm.

Platen Guides 
Designed for high-speed operation while maintaining perfect platen 
parallelism, even with heavy molds. Wide distance between tie bars 
- 750 x 750 mm on a 300 t machine.

Injection Unit 
Exceptional part-quality thanks to fast, repeatable injection movements 
and parallel independent plasticizing – injection can start during clamping 
force build-up

Injection Pressure Controls 
Direct, precise  and repeatable monitoring of the injection and holding 
pressure via high-sensitive measurement cell
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ELEKTRA EVO

MOSAIC - USER-FRIENDLY CONTROLS

The intuitive and ergonomic MOSAIC control panel was developed to provide support for 
all operating tasks from the simplest production routines to the most complex machine 
setups and optimization. A Wizard guides the operator step-by-step through the setup 
and programming modes. The controls use advanced networking technologies for 
fast and reliable communications with the machine. All processes and functions are 
represented graphically in the user interface, simplifying optimization.

MOSAIC offers:

• Intuitive controls via large 15” touch screen terminal mounted on an adjustable 
swing arm for stress-free operations and natural movement

• Graphic menu controls

• Every page just one or two clicks away

• Online help for parameter optimization

• On-screen function buttons

• Freely editable mold sequence

• Detailed process monitoring with tolerances, minimum and maximum values, 
average and standard deviation

• Real-time graphical representation of molding process and production cycle 
controls

• Easy data storage and guided machine setup

• Ethernet interface

• USB memory key for storing mold data, screenshots and for exporting report data

• Password protected access levels ensure security

• Separate data sets for setup and optimization during machine operation
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ELEKTRA EVO

MOSAIC

It’s Magic: The Wizard
Like having an assistant by their side, the Wizard helps operators set all 
relevant parameters both in setup and programming mode. This simplifies 
tasks and greatly reduces the chances of entering incorrect settings. 
Wizard-based support is available for the following areas:

• Mold installation height settings

• Mold cavity pressure sensor

• Stack-turning technology, cube molds and twin cube molds

• Editable core-pull movement and mold sequence

Remote Monitoring
Thanks to the standard ethernet interface, the machine can be 
monitored from any location with internet access. The following 
parameters can be monitored:

• Machine number and type and injection unit size

• Mold number and the type of material being processed

• Number of error messages and alarm logbook

• Current operator and operating mode

• SPS status indicator

• Shot counter

• Configurable trend data indicators

• Logbook for operator notes
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ELEKTRA EVO

THE WORLD OF ELEKTRA’S OPPORTUNITIES

Multi-Component Technology

Using additional one, two or three injections units to produce products with 
a range of complex properties, including several different colors, multiple 
materials, or integrated functions.

Multi-Component Applications
• Electric integrated turntable systems

• Electric integrated index platen drive systems

• Core back mold process with electric or hydraulic core pulls

• Robotic transfer from the first injected cavity to a second cavity with a 
Milacron robot system

Monosandwich Technology
Injection molding machine equipped with a secondary Milacron extruder 
system manufacture plastic parts with a core made of e. g. cost-effective 
recycled, reinforced or foamed materials. Depending on the requirements, 
visually attractive and soft materials can be used for the skin surface.

CUBE Technology
Injection molding machine with special mold systems for manufacturing two 
components parts:

• Stack-Turning Mold Technology (180°): Vertical turning mold with two 
mold faces

• CUBE Technology (90°): Vertical turning mold with four mold faces

• TWIN CUBE Technology (90° + 90°): Two vertical turning molds with four 
mold faces
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ELEKTRA EVO

MuCell Technology
For foamed parts:

• Gas counter pressure
• Stamp clamp solution
• Safety hot runner systems

In-Mold Labeling / In-Mold Decoration
With robot and equipment from Milacron:

• Insert decor sheet
• Cutting systems
• Processing and handling parts

Tandem Technology
• For injecting two different parts with e.g. weight differences of 50 %

• For producing big and thick-walled parts with a long cooling time

Micro Injection Technology
• Produce parts with a weight of > 1.0 g in one or two components

Special Material Technology
• Liquid Silicon Rubber
• HTV Silicon
• Rubber
• BMC and SMC materials
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ELEKTRA EVO

Milacron has a global perspective 
on what matters in manufacturing. 
With over 15 manufacturing facilities 
in six countries, we sell our plastics 
processing solutions in over 100 
countries across six continents. We 
have an installed base of 40,000 
machines, 153,000 hot runners 
and over 3.5 million square feet 
of manufacturing space. We put 
this know-how to work every day 
to improve productivity, cut costs, 
increase energy efficiency, eliminate 
scrap, and reduce cycle times across a 
diverse range of industries. Behind it 
all is our people – caring, committed 
and creative – who build long-term 
relationships with our customers.

Automotive – Our technologies 
produce large 
to small technical automotive parts with 
a focus on light weighting to improve 
fuel economy,  
part quality and durability.
Medical – Our products meet the 
demands of the market – from clean 
room to certified quality. We support 
new medical technologies and advances 
in science that accelerate the demand 
for a vast array of new products 
and part applications in the medical 
industry.
Food & Beverage – We enable light 
weighting of end products with a focus 
on high precision, high capacity and 
high performance equipment.  We 
provide a unique and proven co-
injection technology for high gas barrier 
packaging for increased freshness and 
shelf life.

Consumer Goods – We help our 
customers bring attractive, functional 
consumer products to market quickly 
and affordably, all with an eye to 
sustainability in an industry that demands 
a high volume of resin, performance and 
efficiency.
Electronics & Telecom – Our latest 
technologies  
in rapid product development cycles 
meet the need for superior part quality 
and precision, and the demand for ever-
smaller parts with ever shorter lifecycles 
at ever lower costs.
Construction – Our technologies provide 
lighter-weight components made with 
recycled materials, faster production 
and lower labor costs, designed with 
the technical know-how to deliver more 
productive uptime and cleaner operations.

Aerospace – Aerospace partners rely 
on Milacron technology to increase 
productivity on aerospace grade parts 
and applications – from commercial 
aircraft to NASA space programs.
Packaging – Our company enables 
innovative and unique packaging for 
niche items that stand out from their 
competitors, provide tamper-evident and 
tamper-resistant protection, and get to 
the market quickly at an affordable cost. 

A GLOBAL TEAM, WORKING AS ONE.
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6 100 40,000
Continents Countries Machines

IN ALL MARKETS.



Elektra Series

MILACRON MARKETING HEADQUARTERS
EUROPE C/O MOLD-MASTERS EUROPA GMBH, NEUMATTRING 1, 76532 BADEN-BADEN, GERMANY
T: +49 7221 5099-0, F:  +49 7221 53093, EUROPE@MILACRON.COM

www.milacron.com


